ART. 20]
INVERSE PROBLEMS.
[         If the law of attraction be the inverse square, two curvilinear rods in one plane
I     equally attract the origin, if the densities at corresponding points in the two rods *     are proportional to the perpendiculars from the origin on the tangents.
18.   If the two curves are so related that each is the inverse of the other, we ^   have OQ. OR=OQ'. OR'.    A circle can therefore" be described about the quadrilateral   QRR'Q'.    In   the   limit  when   QQ',   RR'   become  tangents   this   gives „•' sin 0 = sin 0'.    If also /c=l, we see that m—m'.   It follows therefore that when the law of attraction is the jnyerse distance, any curvilinear rod and its inverse, if of jiqual uniform line density, equally attract the origin.
\X* 19- Ex. 1. Let the law of attraction be the inverse distance and let P be any point attracted by a uniform straight rod AB. Draw PN perpendicular to the rod and describe a circle on PN as diameter. Prove that the attraction of AB at P is the same as that of the corresponding arc CD of the circle intercepted between the straight lines PA, PB, if the line densities are equal. Compare Art. 12. J^ Ex. 2. Two rigid and equal semicircular arcs of matter with uniform section and density are hinged together at both extremities. The matter attracts according to the law of gravitation. If equal and opposite forces applied along the line joining the middle points of the semicircles keep them apart with their planes at right angles, the magnitude of each force will be 4m2 log (1+^2), where m is the mass of unit length of arc.                                                                [Math. Tripos, 1874.]
*j 2O. Some inverse problems. Ex. 1. A uniform rod is bent into the form of a curve such that the direction of the attraction of any arc PQ at the origin 0 "bisects the angle POQ. Show that the curve is either a straight line or a circle whose centre is 0.
The data lead to the differential equation   / ~sm0 = tan^ I -~ cos 6.    The
limits of the integrals being 0 and 6. The equation may be solved by differentiation.
^         Ex. 2.   Find the law of density of a curvilinear rod of given form that the
direction of the attraction at a given point 0 of any arc PQ may bisect the angle POQ. If the law of attraction be the inverse /cth power of the distance, the result is that the line density m at P must be proportional to prK~* where r—OP and p is the perpendicular on the tangent at P.
Draw any circle, centre 0, intersecting OP, OQ in C, D. The attraction of CD (regarded as a uniform rod) at 0 is by hypothesis the same in direction as that of PQ and may (by giving CD the proper density) be made the same in magnitude also. Include the additional elements QQ', DD'. It is clear that unless their attractions at 0 are equal the attraction of PQ' cannot coincide in direction with that of CD'. The attractions at 0 of corresponding elements of the two rods are therefore equal. Hence as in Art. 17 the density m at every point of PQ varies as prK~2. The proposition may also be proved analytically as indicated in the last example.
Ex. 3. A uniform rod is bent into a curve such that the direction of the attraction at the origin of any arc PQ passes through the centre of gravity of the arc. Prove that, either the law of attraction is the direct distance, or the curve is a straight line which passes through the origin.
\^ Ex. 4. If any uniform arc of an equiangular spiral attract a particle placed at the pole, prove that the resultant attraction acts along the line joining the pole to the intersection of the tangents at the extremities of the arc.

